Computer built for Toon Boom Software
4K playback with HDMI display
Strongbox designed computer specifically for Toon Boom software
A high performance mini workstation which seamlessly works in 4K using Toon
Boom Harmony software and optimised for Harmony and Storyboard Pro. They
can also run SK uncompressed Video. Strongbox build computers around the
software being used on them. After hundred of hours of testing Strongbox
have produced a workstation tuned to run under constant pressure 24/7 /365
giving years of service.

Processor
AMD Ryzen7 3700X 8 Core 16 Thread
CPU - the perfect choice for Toon Boon
Boom

Memory

32GB DDR4 2666MHz (2x16GB)

GPu
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 8GB Ray

3 Years no quibble warranty

Tracing GDDR6 2304 Core
500GB Samsung 980 EVO

8k uncompressed video
HDMI display

OS Drive
Samsung 980 1TB M.2 NVMe SSD

Component upgrade path
Optimised for Toon Boom
4K Playback
Built in the UK by people who care
Price includes delivery to UK address
operating system
Windows 10 Pro

Support included
• Helpdesk
• 1 hour response
• Some one to talk to
when you need

Strongbox Warranty
3 Year no quibble warranty included on all hardware
1st Year - engineer on site within 24 hours with parts*
2nd and 3rd years - return to base parts and labour

* Not available in all countries.

TRADE PRICE

£1600.00 + VAT

www.strongboxtechnology.com

Buy from Animation Associates or direct

info@strongboxtechnology.com

Telephone a person 0845 8888 555
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